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Under this model, harsh conditions in early life program a highly
“reactive” phenotype, one symptom of which is hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis dysfunction (12, 21, 22). While this
phenotype may help children cope with immediate challenges, it
could have costly long-term consequences for responsiveness to
social and environmental stressors, and for disease burden in
adulthood.
While some predictions of these hypotheses have been supported (22–25), studies that measure early life adversity, adult
social environments, and adult health outcomes in the same
subjects are rare (but see ref. 26). Measuring them together in
the same population, and in the same individuals over their life
spans, is important for two reasons. First, in isolation, relationships between any two of the three variables may be consistent
with multiple models that explicitly link them. For instance, the
social causation hypothesis, the social buffering hypothesis, and
the biological embedding hypothesis all predict that poor social
conditions lead to poor health outcomes. Second, testing the
Significance
In humans and other social animals, early life adversity and
weak social relationships can both alter adult stress responses.
The causal connections between these variables are debated;
resolving this debate requires data on all three variables in the
same individuals. Here, we unite these components in wild
female baboons. We find that early adversity elevates adult
females’ glucocorticoid levels, one measure of the stress response. This effect was largely explained by the direct effect of
early adversity on glucocorticoids and was not mediated by
poor social relationships in adulthood. Hence, early adversity
and adult social relationships appear to have independent effects on adult stress responses.
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oth early life experiences and social environments during
adulthood can have profound effects on individual health
and survival. Children who experience socioenvironmental traumas—
from famine to parental loss to abuse—fare worse on a wide
range of health outcomes in adulthood (1–9). They are also disproportionately likely to find themselves in negative social environments as adults, including having dysfunctional or unsupportive
relationships, or being socially isolated (10–12). Likewise, characteristics of adult social environments, including social support
and social status, have repeatedly been linked to adult health and
longevity (13).
These observations have led to multiple hypotheses, all of which
propose that adult social environments could contribute to the
negative health effects of early adversity. For instance, the social
causation hypothesis posits a causal effect of adult social environments on health (14–17); the social buffering hypothesis proposes that supportive social relationships modulate the impact of
stressful events (18, 19); and, relevant to early life effects, aspects
of the biological embedding hypothesis posit that social dysregulation can exacerbate health problems in adulthood (9, 12, 20).
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In humans and other animals, harsh conditions in early life can
have profound effects on adult physiology, including the stress
response. This relationship may be mediated by a lack of supportive relationships in adulthood. That is, early life adversity may
inhibit the formation of supportive social ties, and weak social
support is itself often linked to dysregulated stress responses.
Here, we use prospective, longitudinal data from wild baboons in
Kenya to test the links between early adversity, adult social bonds,
and adult fecal glucocorticoid hormone concentrations (a measure
of hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal [HPA] axis activation and the
stress response). Using a causal inference framework, we found
that experiencing one or more sources of early adversity led to a 9
to 14% increase in females’ glucocorticoid concentrations across
adulthood. However, these effects were not mediated by weak
social bonds: The direct effects of early adversity on adult glucocorticoid concentrations were 11 times stronger than the effects
mediated by social bonds. This pattern occurred, in part, because
the effect of social bonds on glucocorticoids was weak compared
to the powerful effects of early adversity on glucocorticoid levels
in adulthood. Hence, in female baboons, weak social bonds in
adulthood are not enough to explain the effects of early adversity
on glucocorticoid concentrations. Together, our results support the
well-established notions that early adversity and weak social bonds
both predict poor adult health. However, the magnitudes of these
two effects differ considerably, and they may act independently of
one another.
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pieces independently fails to capture critical mechanistic information: namely, the mediating effect that social relationships
may have on the connection between early experiences and adult
health (Fig. 1). Filling this gap for human subjects is challenging
because it is difficult to measure early adversity in real time, and
to connect these experiences to relationships and to health
measures across adulthood.
Animal models can help to fill this gap. While the connections
between early adversity, social bonds, and health have been most
thoroughly explored in humans, similar effects are widely documented in other mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates (reviewed in ref. 27). This ubiquity suggests that the
mechanisms that link these variables have deep biological roots.
Nonhuman primates are particularly well suited to testing predictions derived from theoretical models of human health and
behavior. Like humans, they are highly social and have slow life
histories; they can face a variety of social or ecological forms of
early life adversity; extensive evidence indicates that such adversity produces negative health and behavioral outcomes
(28–31); and primatology’s traditional focus on long-term,
individual-based data can provide the prerequisite longitudinal
data that span the life course (32). Primates in the wild, rather
than in captivity, are especially valuable for testing evolutionary
hypotheses because they are exposed to selective pressures under
which their (and to some degree our own) species evolved.
Here, we test whether the links between early life adversity,
the strength of adult social bonds, and adult HPA axis activity
are consistent with the idea that social bonds in adulthood mediate a relationship between early experiences and adult stress
responses. To do this, we use data from 192 female baboons who
were studied from birth by the Amboseli Baboon Research
Project in Kenya (32, 33). Founded in 1971, the Amboseli Baboon Research Project has prospective longitudinal data on early
life experiences, and fine-grained longitudinal data on adult social bonds and glucocorticoid (GC) hormone levels (a measure
of HPA axis activation and the “stress response”).
Importantly, prior research in Amboseli found that female
baboons who experienced three or more sources of early adversity have lifespans which are >50% shorter, on average, than
their peers who experienced no known sources of adversity (29).
The six sources of early adversity analyzed in (29) are as follows:
1) drought in the first year of life; 2) the presence of a competing
younger sibling that may divert maternal attention; 3) high
population density; 4) maternal death; 5) being born to a lowranking mother; and 6) being born to a mother who is socially
isolated (Table 1). This same paper also showed that females
who experienced more sources of early adversity were more socially isolated from other females in adulthood than those who
experienced fewer adversities, although they were not more
isolated from males. Additionally, an earlier, separate analysis
found that social relationships in adulthood predicted female
longevity (34): Greater “social connectedness” to both adult females and males was associated with a 34 to 45% reduced risk of
death in any given year, compared to females with lower social

Fig. 1. Early adversity has negative effects on adult health outcomes in
many species, including humans (solid arrow). However, early adversity is
also frequently associated with social dysfunction (e.g., greater isolation or
less supportive relationships) across the life course, which may itself contribute to negative health outcomes. The dashed arrows represent the
proposed mediating effect of weak social bonds on the relationship between early adversity and adult health.
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connectedness. Together, these observations suggest that early
adversity may influence these animals’ ability to form or maintain close social relationships, and that low social connectedness
to either males or females may be detrimental for adult
females’ health.
Early life circumstances and adult social bonds are also linked
to HPA axis activity in baboons and other social species (35, 36).
Since the HPA axis plays an important regulatory role in many
aspects of physiology, from immune function to metabolism to
circadian rhythm (37–39), and is highly conserved across vertebrate taxa (40), it is a plausible common pathway through which
the myriad outcomes associated with early adversity might
emerge. Here, we focus on GCs, a class of steroid hormones that
are key indicators of HPA axis activity. They have been connected to a variety of types of early adversity in many different
species (9, 41–45) (but see refs. 46 and 47 for alternative perspectives). They are an appropriate biomarker to use in this
context for two reasons: First, some hypotheses propose HPA
axis regulation as a mechanism by which early adversity “embeds” itself (9, 12); and second, because GCs are themselves a
biologically relevant indicator of adult health status in this baboon population. Specifically, controlling for a range of environmental, social, and individual challenges experienced by an
adult female, having higher fecal GC (fGC) concentrations is
linked to significantly increased risk of mortality (48).
One advance in the present study is that both fGCs and females’ social bonds are measured throughout all available adult
years of the subjects’ lives. We evaluate females’ social bonds
both with other adult females and with adult males; we treat
these bonds separately because prior work indicates they respond differently to early adversity, and have somewhat different
relationships with female survival (29, 34). Social bond strength
with females and males are measured annually, and fGCs are
also measured repeatedly [n = 9,863 total samples, with a mean
of 51.4 samples from our 192 subjects (33)]. While these longitudinal data are ideal for evaluating our predictions, they also
present modeling challenges for established methods of mediation analysis. Here, we use a statistical approach (49) that leverages functional principal components analysis (FPCA) to
reduce the dimensionality of these longitudinal trajectories—for
both social bond strength and fGC concentrations across
adulthood—and uses the resulting principal component scores in
a well-established mediation analysis framework (50). We use
this modeling strategy to test four predictions: 1) females who
experienced early adversity will have higher fGC concentrations
in adulthood than those who did not; 2) females who experienced early adversity will have weaker social bonds in adulthood
than females who did not; 3) part of the relationship between
early adversity and elevated fGC concentrations will be mediated
through weak social bonds; and 4) independent of early adversity, females who have weaker social bonds in adulthood will
have higher fGC concentrations in adulthood.
Testing these predictions together provides insight into the
pathways by which early adversity and fGCs may be connected. If
weak social bonds in adulthood are linked with elevated fGCs,
and if animals who experienced early adversity are less likely to
make and maintain bonds, then the connection between early
adversity and this measure of the stress response may primarily
run through social bonds. Alternatively, early adversity may not
have strong effects on fGCs, or any negative effect of social
bonds on health may be too small to compensate for early adversity. Either way, our analysis represents a comprehensive test
of the relationships among early experience, adult social bonds,
and a measure of adult stress responses in a single system, and
introduces a useful statistical approach for using longitudinal
data in the context of mediation modeling.
Rosenbaum et al.

Definition

Drought
Competing sibling

<200 mm of rain during the first year of life
Birth of a sibling <1.5 y after the subject’s birth (lowest
quartile of interbirth intervals)
Group size in the top quartile of the population (>33
individuals) on the day the subject was born
Death of the subject’s mother before the subject
reached age 4 y (the approximate age of
reproductive maturity for females)
Mother was in the lowest quartile of proportional
dominance ranks on the day the subject was born
Average maternal social bond strength was in the
lowest quartile over the first 2 y of the subject’s life

High group density
Maternal loss

Low maternal rank
Maternal social
isolation
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Mediation Model Structure and Assumptions
We begin by briefly summarizing the mediation modeling framework we used, because familiarity with the associated structure and
terminology are necessary to interpret our results. Mediation
modeling provides information about different pathways by which a
third variable might influence a relationship between a predictor
and an outcome. The underlying assumption of the mediation
framework is that the “total effect” of early life adversity (Ai ) on
fGCs (outcome Yi) may be broken down into two separate pathways: one that runs through a female’s social bond strength (mediator Mi; the “mediation effect” in Fig. 2), and one that goes
directly between the two variables (the “direct effect” in Fig. 2) (50,
51). We tested the mediating effects of two types of social bonds:
those females have with other females, and those they have with
adult males. These social bond measures capture the strength of
each female’s top three social bonds—with adult females and adult
males separately—relative to all other females alive in the population at the same time (see Materials and Methods for details).

Females that did not
experience the adversity

Females that experienced
the adversity

Total
females

164
153

28
39

192
192

161

31

192

157

35

192

152

40

192

140

52

192

To estimate the effect of A on Y and the mediation effect of
M, we fit three equations, simplified below for clarity (full versions are in SI Appendix). The first equation characterizes the
relationship between early adversity A and the mediator M,
conditional on covariates C (variables known to influence social
bond strength, but that are independent of early adversity; see
Materials and Methods, Control variables). Individual baboons (i)
have multiple observations j, indexed on their age at the time of
observation. The “effect on the mediator” (β1 ) from this equation (the dashed orange arrow in Fig. 2) answers the question:
What is the relationship between early adversity and social bond
strength?
E(Mij |Cij , Ai ) = α1 + β1 Ai + θ1 Cij .

[1]

The second equation captures the total effect (i.e., the relationship between A and Y) conditional on covariates X (covariates
known to influence fGCs, but that are independent of early

Fig. 2. Visual representation of the modeling framework used to test the relationships among early adversity, social bond strength, and glucocorticoid (GC) concentrations. Mediation models provide estimates of the total effect, or “global” relationship between early adversity
and GCs (β2 ; black bracket), which are subdivided

into estimates of the mediation effect β1 γ; dashed pink bracket and direct effect β2 − β1 γ; green arrow . β1, the relationship between early adversity and social
bond strength is the effect (of early adversity) on the mediator (the dashed orange arrow), while γ is the bond effect (i.e., the effect of weak social bonds on adult GC
concentrations, independent of early adversity; this is the dashed blue arrow). Collectively, the effect on the mediator and the bond effect make up the mediation effect,
encompassed by the pink bracket. The colors of the arrows in the diagram correspond to the colors of the column headings in the results tables; for example, the green
direct effect arrow is the pathway represented in the green direct effect column in Tables 2 and 3. The dashed arrows represent the causal pathways captured by the
dashed mediation effect bracket. The colors in this figure also correspond to the visual representation of these effects in Figs. 3 and 4. Information on our sources of early
adversity can be found in Table 1, and information on measuring social bond strength and GC concentrations can be found in Materials and Methods.

Rosenbaum et al.
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Type of adversity
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Table 1. Sources of early life adversity for Amboseli baboons and the number of subjects in our study who experienced each source
of adversity

adversity; see Materials and Methods, Control variables), but does
not differentiate between the part of the relationship that runs
through mediator M (social bond strength) vs. the part that is
due to a direct relationship. The total effect (β2 ) from this equation (the black bracket in Fig. 2) answers the question: What is
the relationship between early adversity and fGCs?
⃒
E(Yij ⃒Xij , Ai ) = α2 + β2 Ai + θ2 Xij .

[2]

The third equation is identical to the second, except that it also
conditions on the values of the mediator M:
⃒
E(Yij ⃒Xij , Ai , Mij ) = α3 + β3 Ai + θ3 Xij + γMij .

[3]

β1 (from Eq. 1) multiplied by γ (from Eq. 3) answers the question: How much of the relationship between early adversity and
fGCs is imposed through weak social bonds? That is, it estimates
the size of the mediation effect. In contrast, γ estimates the relationship between social bond strength and fGCs, independent
of early adversity (the “bond effect”; dashed blue arrow in
Fig. 2).
Results
Early Adversity Is Linked to Elevated Glucocorticoids Across
Adulthood. We began by testing the total effect (β2 ; black

bracket in Fig. 2) of early adversity on females’ fGC concentrations across adulthood [n = 9,863 fecal samples from 192 females
(33)], focusing on six different adversity sources and their cumulative effects (Table 1 and Fig. 2). In support of our first
prediction, we found a strong total effect of early adversity on
females’ fGC concentrations across adulthood (Tables 2 and 3
and Fig. 3). Females who experienced one or more sources of
adversity had fGC concentrations that were ∼9% higher than
their peers who did not experience any adversity (cumulative
adversity (0 vs. 1+) models in Tables 2 and 3). Similarly, females
who experienced two or more sources had fGC concentrations
that were roughly 14% higher than females who experienced
only one source (cumulative adversity [1 vs. 2] models in Tables 2
and 3), and 21% higher than females who experienced no adversity (model in SI Appendix, Table S1).
Although the range of total effect sizes across all 16 models in
Tables 2 and 3 varied from 4 to 14%, the results were always

directionally consistent toward higher fGCs, even in the models
in which the CI included zero (Fig. 3). Among our individual
sources of adversity, females who were born during a drought,
into a high-density group, or to a low-ranking mother had especially elevated fGC concentrations (12 to 14%) in adulthood,
although the CI in the model of high group density included zero
(Fig. 3).
Weak Social Bonds Play a Minor Role in the Link between Early
Adversity and Elevated fGCs. While females who experienced

early adversity exhibited elevated fGCs across adulthood, we
found no evidence that these effects were strongly mediated by
the absence of strong social bonds, either with adult females or
with adult males (prediction 2). The mediation effect (β1 γ;
dashed pink bracket in Fig. 2) was consistently small. The
strength of females’ social bonds with other females accounted
for a difference in fGCs of only 0.85% when averaged across the
six individual adversity models in Table 2 (pink column heading),
even though the CIs did not include zero for five of the six individual sources of adversity, as well as for the two models of
cumulative adversity (Table 2 and Fig. 3).
When averaged across the six models measuring individual
sources of adversity in Table 2, the direct effect of early adversity
on adult GCs was 11.6 times stronger than the mediation effect
running through social bonds with adult females (Fig. 3; mediation [pink] vs. direct [green] effect in Table 2). For example, for
females who experienced one or more sources of early adversity,
the direct effect explained an increase in fGCs of 8.4%, while the
mediation effect only accounted for an increase in fGCs of 0.7%,
compared to females that did not experience any sources of early
adversity. The mediation effect running through social bonds
with adult males was negligible. Across all models, we found no
evidence that weaker social bonds with males contributed to the
negative effects of early adversity on female fGC concentrations
(mediation effect in Table 3; averaged across the six models that
evaluated individual sources of adversity, effect size = 0.04%
difference in fGCs).
Early Adversity Has Modest Effects on Social Bond Strength, and
Social Bond Strength Has Modest Effects on fGC Concentrations.

Two patterns in our models point to why the mediation effect,
which runs through social bonds with females or males, is weak
compared to the direct effect of early adversity on adult fGC
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Table 2. Effect sizes and 95% CIs (in brackets) for models that test the mediation effect of social bonds with females on fGC
concentrations

Entries in bold have 95% CIs that exclude zero.
*The column headings in Table 2 match the color of the relationship arrow they correspond to in Fig. 2, and the visual representation of the effect sizes in
Figs. 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Effect sizes and 95% CIs (in brackets) for models that test the mediation effect of bonds with males on fGC concentrations
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concentrations; a one-unit change in female social bond strength
corresponds to 2 SDs of this variable). This modest bond effect
may also mean that the potential for social buffering (i.e., for
social bonds to alleviate the effects of early adversity on social
ties) are limited, but a detailed analysis of the potential for this
kind of buffering is beyond the scope of this analysis.
Additionally, the bond effect with males was negligible (Table 3): We found no evidence that weaker social bonds with adult
males led to elevated fGCs (bond effect, Table 3). This lack of a
bond effect explains why female–male social bonds do not mediate the relationship between early adversity and fGCs (mediation effect, Table 3). If social bond strength with males does not
predict lower fGC concentrations, then these relationships cannot be a pathway through which early adversity and fGC concentrations are linked.
Discussion
The well-established connections between early adversity and
poor health, and negative adult social environments and poor
health, suggest that aspects of adult sociality could play a substantial mediating role in the connection between early adversity
and poor adult health (e.g., refs. 8, 9, 13 and 26). This may include HPA axis dysregulation in adulthood and its concomitant
health risks (12). Here, we measured the mediating role of social
bonds, comparing the direct effects of early adversity to the
mediating effects of weak social bonds on HPA axis activation
across adulthood. We find that in wild female baboons, the effects of early adversity on adult GC concentrations are powerful,
and that the vast majority of this relationship can be explained by
the direct effect of early adversity itself, rather than by the mediating effect of weak social bonds in adulthood. Baboons are
highly social primates in which prior tests have found that strong
social bonds are linked to longevity (29, 34) and regulate the
physiological response to stressors (35, 36, 52). Our findings indicate that in baboons, and perhaps other social animals, the
social environment is not a powerful mediator of the negative
effects of early adversity on GC concentrations. They also
highlight the potential dangers of assuming that independent
tests of individual predictions will yield the full story of the relationships among more than two variables. Our data are consistent with the well-established notions that early adversity is
PNAS Latest Articles | 5 of 11
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concentrations. First, in support of our second prediction, the
experience of early adversity was linked to weaker social bonds
across adulthood, but the effect sizes were modest (effect on the
mediator; dashed orange arrow in Fig. 2 and orange column
heading in Tables 2 and 3). For instance, when averaging the
effects across the six models that tested each individual source of
adversity, females who experienced a given adversity were, on
average, 0.16 units less socially connected with other females
than peers who did not experience that adversity (Table 2 and
Fig. 4). A 0.16-unit decrease in social bond strength represents
just 31% of 1 SD of female–female social bond strength (±1 SD
difference in social bond strength to other females = 0.51 units;
0.16/0.51 = 31%; see SI Appendix, Fig. S1 for an illustration of
the effect size in the context of female social bonds). Hence, the
effects of early adversity on female bond strength with other
females are small compared to the overall variation in female
social bonds. The weakest female–female bonds were observed
in females who were born into high-density conditions, or lost
their mothers before age 4 (Fig. 4).
Females who experienced early adversity also exhibited
weaker bonds with adult males in adulthood, but the effect sizes
were smaller than for bonds with adult females (effect on the
mediator; Table 3). Although females who experienced any
source of early adversity were also, on average, 0.16 units less
strongly socially bonded with males, this represented just 22% of
1 SD of female bond strength with males (1 SD difference in
social bond strength with males = 0.73; 0.16/0.73 = 22%). The
source of adversity linked to the weakest female–male bonds was
being born to a mother who held a low dominance rank (56% of
1 SD; Table 3 and Fig. 4).
A second reason why the mediation effect was weak compared
to the direct effect is that we observed only a modest bond effect
(blue arrow in Fig. 2, blue column heading in Tables 2 and 3).
Specifically, in support of prediction four, females with weak
social bonds to adult females had higher fGC concentrations
across adulthood (bond effect in Table 2), but these effects were
small compared to the direct effect of early adversity on fGCs.
Given these effect sizes, in order to accomplish an 8.4% rise in
fGCs, female social bond strength would need to drop in response to early adversity by 2.8 SDs (i.e., a one-unit decline in
social bond strength predicts only a 5.8% increase in fGC

EVOLUTION

Entries in bold have 95% CIs that exclude zero.
*The column headings in Table 3 match the color of the relationship arrow they correspond to in Fig. 2, and the visual representation of the effect on
mediator result in Fig. 4.
†
Estimates of zero that include > or < indicate whether the direction of the effect was positive or negative. In these cases, the effect size was small enough
that rounding to the nearest thousandth means there are no visible nonzero digits.

High group density
Maternal death
Low maternal rank
Maternal social isolation
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Fig. 3. Effect sizes and CIs for total, direct, and mediation effects of early
adversity on adult fGC concentrations, from models testing social bond
strength with adult females as the mediator variable. The colors associated
with the different types of effects correspond to the colors of the pathway
arrows in Fig. 2, and the column headings in Table 2. Black (filled circles)
indicates the total effect of early adversity on adult fGCs; green (open circles)
indicates the direct effect that does not pass through the mediator, and pink
(triangles) represents the mediation effect, where social bond strength with
other females is the mediator.

bad for health, and that weak social bonds can mediate these
effects. However, our findings show that the magnitude of the
effects can differ considerably, and they may even largely be
independent of one another.
Our results are also consistent with many studies on human
subjects that find connections between early adversity and various measures of altered HPA axis activity, including differences
in GC reactivity, GC secretion patterns, and circadian rhythm
dynamics (9, 53, 54). They also point toward the possibility that
HPA axis activity plays a role in the relationship between early
adversity and life span in baboons. Across models, females who
experienced early adversity had 9 to 14% higher fGC concentrations, across their adult lives, than females who did not experience early adversity. This result suggests that these animals
contend with chronically elevated HPA axis activity (i.e., chronic
stress), a physiological response associated with a variety of potentially fitness-reducing costs such as immune suppression, poor
inflammatory control, and less efficient energy expenditure (55).
Health effects like these may help explain why a separate analysis
in our study population found that relatively high fGC concentrations were associated with shorter life spans in adult female
baboons, after adjusting for other factors that influence fGCs
(48). In the aggregate, our data indicate that HPA axis function
is a plausible contributor to the relationship between early adversity and shorter life spans in these baboons.
The observation that, for female baboons, the direct effect of
early adversity on HPA axis activation is 11 times stronger than
the mediating effect of weak social bonds is interesting in light of
prior studies in humans, baboons, and many other social mammals that find that greater isolation (including weak social
bonds) is linked to elevated GCs (56–59). Consistent with these
studies, we found that female baboons with weaker social bonds
had elevated fGCs, but these effects were too small to contribute
substantially to the link between early adversity and HPA axis
activation across adulthood. Intriguingly, social bonds with adult
males did not predict fGC concentrations, even though bonds
with adult females did. While female–female social bonds form
the backbone of baboon societies (60–63), females’ relationships
with males also predict survival (34), and male–female bonds
6 of 11 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2004524117

1 SD difference (other females)

Competing sibling

provide mothers and their infants protection against harassment
by other baboons (64–66). In wild olive baboons, lactating females without close male social partners have higher fGCs than
those who do (67). It may be that the lack of a relationship between male–female bond strength and female fGC concentrations in our data reflect the more short-lived nature of
male–female bonds, compared to female–female bonds. Male–
female bonds are strongest when females are nursing young infants and may otherwise be transient (65, 67). Because our data
focus on lifetime measures, rather than specific cross-sectional
time windows, any temporary impact of male–female social
bonds may be harder to detect.
The weak effect of social bonds on adult fGC concentrations is
only part of the reason that bonds did not meaningfully mediate
the early adversity–fGC relationship in our data. We also found
that while early adversity did lead to weaker social bonds across
adulthood, the size of this effect was modest. Females that experienced early adversity had social bonds with other females
that were less than a third of a SD weaker than those who did
not. For their bonds with males, the effect size was just over a
fifth of a SD. These effects would need to be much larger for
bond strength to mediate the relationship between early adversity and fGCs.
It was also clear that the link between early adversity and adult
bond strength varied among sources of early adversity, confirming and extending two interesting observations about baboon
social relationships. First, while females whose mothers died
when they were young had weaker social bonds with other females, this was not true of their bonds with males. Since mothers
are key social partners for female baboons (68, 69), females who
experience maternal loss may have weaker bonds with other
females, because they cannot replace this important female–
female bond. Furthermore, their mothers cannot facilitate bonds
with other females, including bonds with maternal sisters (62, 68,
69). Previous work indicates that social bonds between adult
maternal sisters get stronger after their mother dies (68), but if
the mother dies when one or more of her daughters are especially young, the loss might inhibit the young female’s ability to
form bonds with her sisters in the first place. In addition, while
mothers may facilitate their daughters’ relationships with other
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Fig. 4. Effect sizes and CIs for the relationship between early adversity and
social bond strength with adult females (filled squares and solid lines), and
adult males (open squares and dashed lines). These effects correspond to the
pathway of the same color, labeled “effect on mediator” in Fig. 2, and to the
corresponding columns in Tables 2 and 3. The dashed black vertical lines
represent a 1 SD difference in adult social bond strength to other females
(0.51 units), and to males (0.73 units).
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Study Subjects and Population. Our subjects were wild female savannah baboons (primarily Papio cynocephalus with some naturally occurring admixture from neighboring Papio anubis populations) monitored by the
Amboseli Baboon Research Project in the Amboseli ecosystem, Kenya (32).
We used longitudinal demographic, ecological, life history, and behavioral
data collected from known females on a near-daily basis since 1994, as well
as hormone metabolite data collected since 2000 (33). Each female subject
(n = 192) was at least 4 y old. We had complete information on her experience of six well-characterized sources of early adversity (Table 1) (29, 73), as
well as information on her adult social bonds and fGC concentrations.
Methods for measuring early adversity and other variables are described
below. Over the 19-y time span of the data used in this study (1998 to 2017),
these subjects lived in 12 different social groups, all of which were fission
products of two study groups observed since 1971 and 1980, respectively.
Males are not included as subjects in our analyses because they disperse
around sexual maturity (70); hence data are often missing for male social
bonds and hormone concentrations.
Measuring Early Adversity. Following ref. 29, we used six sources of early
adversity (Table 1). For each source, we tested its relationship to outcome
variables both independently and cumulatively. For the cumulative analyses,
we summed the number of distinct sources of early adversity experienced by
each female subject (mean, 1.17 sources of adversity; SD, 0.94; range, 0 to 5
adversities). Four of our sources were derived from continuously distributed
variables (high group density, low maternal social rank, competing younger
sibling, and maternal social isolation). For these, the presence of adversity
was defined as the subject falling in the worst quartile in the population
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Longitudinal Measurement of fGCs. We measured GC concentrations in 9,863
fecal samples collected opportunistically from our 192 subjects. On average,
we had 51.36 fGC measures from each female (SD, 48.43; range, 3 to 288
samples per subject), which were collected on average across 5.49 y of their
lives (SD, 3.95; range, 0.01 to 13.75 y). The mean age at sample collection was
9.49 y (SD, 3.56; range, 4.03 to 17.99). Compared to GC measurements from
plasma, blood, or saliva, fGCs provide an integrated measure of GC concentrations over a period of hours to days (74). As such, fGCs do not capture
circadian changes in GCs or short-term responses to stress. Instead, considered together as longitudinal trajectories across adulthood, fGCs synthesize
several patterns of HPA axis dysregulation, including chronically elevated
GCs, flattened circadian GC patterns (i.e., lack of decline after the morning
rise in GCs), and slow recovery after exposure to stressors (74).
After collection in the field, samples were freeze dried, sifted to remove
undigested vegetation, and shipped to the United States. In the United
States, the samples were extracted, purified, and analyzed via radioimmunoassay, using well-established, previously described protocols and commercially available corticosterone kits that have been validated for use
in this baboon population (75–77). As expected, fGC concentrations were
not normally distributed, so we log-transformed the values for use in
our models.
Longitudinal Measurement of Social Bond Strength. We measured the strength
of females’ social bonds with both adult females and adult males across
adulthood. Our measure captures the bond strength of each female’s top
three social bonds—with adult females and adult males separately—relative
to all other females alive in the population at the same time. Following
previous studies, our measure of bond strength is based on observations of
dyadic grooming interactions, which are the most common form of affiliative behavior in baboons and many other primates (60, 68, 78, 79).
Grooming interactions were collected via representative interaction
sampling, during which data collectors move through a baboon group recording all visible observations of grooming, while conducting 10-min focal
animal follows on a randomized, preselected list of females. We used these
grooming observations to first calculate a “dyadic sociality index” (DSI) (68)
that measures bond strength between each pair of adult animals in each
group in a given year. We first calculated the dyadic grooming rate R as
follows:
Rd =

gd
,
cd

[4]

where g is the number of observed grooming interactions in a given period
between the dyad, c is the number of days in the year that the dyad partners
were coresident in the same social group, and d identifies a given dyad. To
account for variation in observer effort, which arises as a result of different
sampling intensity in different-sized groups (groups with fewer females receive more per-female observer effort), we operationalize observer effort E
as follows:
Ed = (sd =fd )=cd ,

[5]

where s is the number of focal animal samples collected during the coresidence period, and f is the average number of females in the group on
those days. Groups with fewer females or more behavioral samples will have
higher observer effort values. Finally, we fit the regression:
log(Rd, y ) = βm (log(Ed, y )) + θ,

[6]

where βm is the slope associated with observer effort for all dyads of a given
type (i.e., female–female dyads, or male–female dyads) in a given year (y).
Using this “universal” slope for all dyads of a given type, rather than relying
on the slope generated by any specific individual, helps correct for biases in
observer effort that are a by-product of either especially small groups, or
groups who were observed few times in a given period.
The residuals of this regression are the DSI values for all dyads, which are
then z-scored within years to account for year-to-year variability in overall
sociality. A DSI of zero for a given dyad means that the dyad in question
exhibited the expected amount of grooming (neither unusually high nor
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(i.e., the top quartile of group densities, and the lowest quartiles of maternal dominance rank, interbirth intervals, and our social bond strength
measure, defined below). The quartile cutoffs were based on all females
that attained 4 y of age over the history of the project (n = 627); hence the
proportion of subjects in this dataset that experienced each adverse circumstance may differ from 0.25.
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females, they may not play this same role for their daughters’
connections to males. In baboons, males regularly move between
social groups (70), so mothers might be limited in their ability to
serve as “bridges” between their daughters and a regularly rotating cast of males. Moreover, mothers’ own relationships to
males may be unstable or short term, limiting their ability to act
as facilitators. In olive baboons, close female relatives rarely
share a common most-preferred male social partner (71), also
suggesting that female–female social network benefits do not
necessarily extend to male–female networks.
Second, while maternal death was not an important predictor
of females’ social bonds with males, maternal dominance rank
(and by extension subject rank, since rank is “inherited” in this
species) was. Low maternal dominance rank was by far the
strongest predictor of weak social bonds with males. Females
whose mothers were in the bottom dominance rank quartile had
social bond strength values that were more than one-half of a SD
lower than their counterparts whose mothers were higher ranking. This result supports previous findings that male social
partners represent a resource over which females compete, and
that low-ranking females are less effective competitors (34, 64,
72). It also raises the interesting possibility that females may not
work to facilitate their daughters’ relationships with males even if
they can, because once their daughters mature, they could theoretically compete for the attention of their mother’s preferred
male social partner(s) (72).
Our findings on the relationships among early adversity, social
bonds, and fGC concentrations in wild baboons are consistent
with observations in many social species that early adversity and
weak relationships both predict poor health, and that early adversity predicts various forms of social dysfunction, including
weaker relationships. However, they call into question the notion
that social bonds play a major role in mediating the effect of
early adversity on poor health. In wild female baboons, any such
effect appears to be functionally biologically irrelevant, and what
little exists is limited strictly to their relationships with other
females. More work will be needed to determine what alternative
pathways (for example, resource competition) might connect
early adversity to health and longevity in this species, as well to as
establish whether the mediating effects of social bonds are similarly small in systems with different socioecologies.

Table 4. fGC concentrations were adjusted for the following covariates
fGC covariate

Definition

Reproductive state

The female’s reproductive state on the day the sample was collected
(cycling, pregnant, or lactating)
The number of adult members in the female’s social group on the day
the sample was collected
The square of group density
The mean maximum temperature in the 30 d prior to sample
collection
Whether the sample was collected in the wet season or dry season
A measure of how much rainfall deviated from expectation during
the 3-mo period preceding sample collection
Proportion of adult females in the social group who are lower
ranking than the focal female

Group density
Group density squared*
Mean maximum temperature
Season
Delta rainfall
Proportional (i.e., relative) dominance rank

*Included to account for known nonlinear relationships between group density and fGCs (85).
unusually low), given the population’s overall dyadic grooming rate during that
time window and the observer effort for that particular group (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1). We calculated two measures of social bond strength for each female:
Her bond strength with other adult females, and her bond strength with adult
males, by averaging the values of her three highest DSI scores with females and
males, respectively. Lower numbers mean that a female has weaker social
bonds, while higher numbers mean that she has stronger social bonds.
For analysis purposes, we calculated each female’s measure of social bond
strength over the year prior to each of her fGC samples. Thus, each fGC sample
had a specific social bond strength value associated with it. For example, an fGC
sample collected on December 31, 2016, is associated with a social bond
strength measure calculated from all of the female’s observed grooming interactions between January 1 and December 31 of 2016. Rarely, a female had
fewer than three grooming partners of a given sex during a given year. In these
instances, we divided her summed DSI scores by the number of grooming
partners she actually had (one or two), in order to avoid conflating bond
quality with bond quantity. In aggregate, our DSI calculations capture 1,214
total female life-years (mean per individual, 6.32; SD, 3.81; range, 1 to 15).
Analysis Implementation. The structure of our mediation models is summarized above in Mediation Model Structure and Assumptions. Here, we describe the details of how we implemented these analyses. First, we describe
the process of dimension reduction of the mediator and outcome variables via
functional principal components analysis (FPCA). Second, we describe the control variables used to account for environmental and demographic variables
known to predict variation in social bond strength or fGC concentrations in our
subjects. Third, we describe the model implementation procedures, including
how FPCA was incorporated into the models, the set of models that we ran,
and specifics of the interpretation of the model results.

Dimension reduction via FPCA. Mediation models require lower-dimensional
data than our social bond strength and fGC measures provide, which both
comprised repeated measurements at many time points across the course of
the females’ lives (49, 80). To remedy this, we used FPCA to reduce the dimensionality of these trajectories of females’ fGC concentrations and social
bond strengths. We then treated the resulting dominant principal components
as the outcome and mediator variables, respectively, in mediation models (49).
FPCA is analogous to standard PCA, except that instead of reducing multiple,
correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated axes of variation,
FPCA captures differences in “functional data” (i.e., trajectories, curves, or
anything that varies over time) (81, 82). As such, it is useful for summarizing
irregularly spaced longitudinal data using a few principal components (49, 80).
We performed FPCA separately on the mediator and outcome trajectories to
generate the respective components used in the models.
In this approach, each female baboon has a separate trajectory for social
bond strength (i.e., mediator) values ( Mi1 , Mi2 , Mi3 , ⋯Mini ) and fGC (i.e.,
outcome) values ( Yi1 , Yi2 , Yi3 , ⋯Yini ) observed at time grids (ti1 , ti2 , ti3 , ⋯, tini ),
where i is the identity of an individual female, ni is the total number of observations for an individual female, and the M and Y values constitute the
observed trajectories. We assume these trajectories, after controlling for relevant covariates and random effects, are represented by linear combinations
of a few underlying smooth curves. Specifically, the model for the mediator
trajectory M is as follows:
K
m
m
Mij = Cij βm + rcluster
+ rhydro
+ ∑ ξik ψ k (tij ) + «ij ,

[7]

k=1

where j is an index variable for a given observation (in our case, female age
is used as the index), Cij are the covariates on social bond strength and

Table 5. Social bond strength was adjusted for the following covariates
Covariate
Group density
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Mean number of coresident
adult maternal relatives
(R > 0.25)*

Definition

Rationale

Mean number of adult members in the subject’s
social group during the year in which bond
strength was calculated
Mean number of adult maternal sisters, adult
daughters, and mother living in the same
social group as the subject during the year in
which bond strength was calculated

Females who live with different numbers of potential
social partners may exhibit different bond strengths.

Percent of prior year with
young infant*

Percent of days in the year that a female had an
infant less than 3 mo old

Percent of prior year cycling†

Percent of days in the year that a female was
cycling

For female baboons, maternal kin may offer additional
support, beyond the scope of social bonds, which
could be relevant to fGC concentrations (e.g.,
physical protection) (69, 70). Controlling for number
of relatives is a conservative approach that helps
isolate the effects of bonds per se, because animals
with smaller matrilines may receive less kin support.
Adult females are attracted to other females’ young
infants (86, 87), so females with young infants may
have stronger social bonds with other females.
Males socialize more with females who are cycling (88,
89), so females who cycled for a larger fraction of
the year may have stronger social bonds to males.

*Used only in models where the mediator was social bonds with females.
†
Used only in models where the mediator was social bonds with males.
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S
Y
Y
+ rhydro
+ γMij + ∑ ζik ηk (tij ) + νij ,
Yij = Xij βY + rcluster

[8]

k=1
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where ηk (tij ) (for k = 1, . . . , S) are the set of functional principal components
that depict the first S dominant modes of variation in the outcome trajectories (after controlling for relevant covariates Xij and random effects r Y ;
see Control variables below), ζ ik are the corresponding principal scores, and
νij ∼ N(0, σ 2y ) is an error term. The component scores for both the mediator
and the outcome variable are then backtranslated to individual trajectories
for model interpretation purposes (see Model implementation and interpretation below and SI Appendix). More technical details of the FCPA are
provided in SI Appendix.
Control variables. In this baboon population, several environmental or demographic variables are known to predict variation in social bond strength,
fGC concentrations, or both (83–85). To account for these variables, we
adjusted each female’s fGC and social bond strength measures using the
covariates outlined in Tables 4 and 5. Details on how we measured these
covariates are in SI Appendix.
Age is used to index within-individual observations for FPCA on both
social bond strength and fGCs; because this implicitly captures age-related
information, it is not treated as a separate covariate. However, data on both
fGCs and social bond strength for old females (>18 y of age) were sparse
[only ∼20% of female baboons who live to 5 y of age survive until age 18
(90)]. As such, we truncated all trajectories at age 18, which trimmed the
data for 32 of our 192 subjects (16.7%).
In addition to the covariates outlined in Tables 4 and 5, the models also
cluster on two random effects that our exploratory analyses indicated correlate with variation in measures of social bond strength, and with fGC
concentrations: hydrological year (in Amboseli, November through the following October, which encompasses the full dry/wet season cycle), and social
group identity. Individual female identity is not treated as a random effect
because individual effects are implicitly captured in the trajectory modeling
and resulting FPCA scores.
Model implementation and interpretation.
Model set. Analyses were conducted in R, version 3.3.2, using the MASS
package and custom code to implement the models. We ran 16 models.
For each of the two mediators (social bond strength with females or
males), we tested each of the six sources of adversity independently, plus
two cumulative adversity models that compared: 1) females who did not
experience any sources of early adversity (n = 48) vs. those who experienced one or more (n = 144), and 2) females who experienced one source
of adversity (n = 82) vs. those who experienced two or more sources of
adversity (n = 62). All models contained three components: the predictor
of interest (a source of adversity), the mediator variable (the FPCAgenerated components of social bond strength, to either females or
males), and the outcome (the FPCA-generated components of fGCs). All
sources of adversity were treated as binary variables, where 0 indicated
that the female did not experience the source of adversity and 1
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indicated that she did. We did not treat number of early adversities as a
continuous variable, because it would require the strong and unproven
assumption that each additional source of adversity has a constant effect
on the outcome.
Interpreting coefficients. The effect sizes for any given pathway (e.g., the
direct effect or effect on mediator) reflect effects across females’ lifetime
trajectories. Hence the model coefficients can be interpreted as indicating that a female who experienced a given adversity has fGC concentrations, or social bond strength values, that are y units different from
counterparts who did not, over the course of her life span. The magnitude of the changes in log fGCs are all <20%, and are small enough to be
functionally interpretable as percent change in untransformed fGCs. We
present differences in social bond strength in SDs, since the units associated with this measure are difficult to interpret. For an illustration of
the effect size in the overall context of female social bonds, see SI Appendix, Fig. S1.
Causal assumptions. In order to interpret the above effects as causal, two
additional structural assumptions are required (46). The first is unconfoundedness: i.e., that there are no unmeasured confounding variable(s),
besides the observed covariates C, between early adversity and the social
bond and fGC processes. In other words, early adversity is randomized
among the baboons with the same covariate values. The second is sequential
unconfoundedness: that there are no unmeasured confounding variable(s),
besides the observed covariates X and the history of social bond strength M,
between the social bond process and the fGC process. Exploratory checks of
robustness ruled out the possibility of “feedback” between the social bond
and fGC processes (see SI Appendix for further details, including SI Appendix, Tables S2 and S3); this is one scenario in which the sequential unconfoundedness assumption would be violated. We are not aware of, but also
cannot rule out, the existence of additional sequential confounders. This is a
limitation of our study.
Data Availability Statement. Data used for this study are available on Dryad at
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2280gb5pm. The code used to implement the analyses is available at GitHub, https://github.com/zengshx777/ABRP_Mediation.
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Control variables below), respectively; ψ k (tij ) (for k = 1, . . . , K) are a set
of functional principal components (i.e., orthogonal eigenfunctions),
which are ordered by the proportion of the variation of the trajectories that a component explains; ξki is the principal score corresponding
to principal component k for unit i; and «ij ∼ N(0, σ 2m ) is an error term.
The number K is chosen by the fraction of the variance the first K
components collectively explain. In our models, we required that the K
components must explain at least 90% of the variance, and K never
exceeded 4.
Similarly, the model for the outcome trajectory Y is as follows:
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